partmentalized such as the effect of dieting, emerging foodrelated diseases, or calories versus nutrition. You're looking at food in a much broader context. Why? Kevin Walker, PhD. I've always been drawn toward the connections of seemingly distinct topics. For example, when I came to Michigan State University, I was asked to participate in meetings linking food manufacturing, employment opportunities, and desired lifestyles. That led to further collaboration with various multinational food companies and diverse faculty from different colleges across campus. My interest was linking together different expertise on contemporary food-related challenges.
One day my dean called me in for a conversation. Because of my background in farming, agribusiness, US Department of Agriculture, living and working overseas with different countries, and experiences at Michigan State University, he asked me to consider writing a book about our connection to food. I had my doubts, but because I reported to him and respected his insight, I felt obliged to explore his suggestion.
It was a tipping point. The further I investigated, the clearer it became just how much America pushes availability and convenience of food while never asking why. Reflecting back, I too went along with the mantra that more is always better. In order to answer the why, I needed the broader context to address the underlying decisions behind the modern food system of which food-related health is a major element, but not the only element. The book is getting closer but is still a work in process.
For the full interview with Dr. Kevin Walker, including a discussion of the biggest food challenges we face, please visit this Journal's blog page.
What are Some of these Decisions? Which Ones would you Say are Most Important?
I've identified 15 decision points that determine how the modern food system operates. As mentioned in the article, they comprise the intersections of six important elements: consumers, food uncertainty, Dr. Kevin Walker resources, governance, science, and food providers. Any one decision affects others, so it is hard to prioritize which ones are most important.
But as examples, decisions regarding ''public safety nets'' (the intersection of food uncertainty and governance) dramatically affect access to food as population grows and faces increasing structural income disparity. Behind ''science a la carte'' (the intersection of consumers and science) are decisions that say science and technology that make food less expensive are acceptable but are also ignoring changes to the environment that can threaten comfortable lifestyles. ''Resource stewardship'' (the intersection of resources and food providers) entails decisions of whether or not to deplete finite petroleum reserves by shipping food overseas for processing and back because the labor costs make it more profitable.
If I can jump ahead to food-related health decision points that I'm working on as a result of unintended consequences, they are: ''fraudulent or adulterated foods,'' ''fight over transparency,'' ''dilution of science,'' ''deficient health safeguards,'' ''rampant energy misuse,'' ''calories over nutrition,'' and ''culture against genetics.'' What Can We do at the Individual Level? I suggest starting with increased awareness about how we connect to food. By stepping back, observing, and listening, one realizes just how much our culture and identity is wrapped around abundance and con-venience without commitment. Sure, we still laugh when children say milk comes from the refrigerator, but then we live as if food originates from supermarkets and restaurants. Historically, food always required more time and effort than what modern society has been willing to invest.
Next is conscious awareness of how food-related decisions we make align with the way we want to live. Besides the decisions I mentioned earlier, there are a host of others we can't ignore that relate to unintended consequences. As examples, for food-related health, our decisions determine how much society tolerates adulterated or fraudulent foods. For food safety, science can inform, but we decide what's safe. And for the environment, our decisions ultimately determine how much we value nature, which obviously has ramifications for personal health.
At a minimum, we can stop wasting food, thereby preserving resources and the environment. We can practice breaking the mindset that our only role as consumers is at the tail end of the food system, or that the main tool to better food-related health options is through choices we make at supermarkets and restaurants. Instead of looking at food as a means of entertainment or recreation, we can look at it as a path to build community and teach connection to one another and other living species. We can challenge politicians who say the almost *US$1 trillion farm bill is in consumers' best interests by asking how it improves consumers' health.
All's Well Waconia: Changing the Way We Think About Nutrition Emma Wheeler W aconia, Minnesota may be the real life example of the frequent movie theme where a small town pulls together to accomplish the improbable and ends up building an even tighter-knit community. The people of Waconia are demonstrating an unsurpassed attention to health and well-being, especially through food and nutrition. Community members started an initiative called All's Well Waconia to focus the town on these issues. During interviews with Richard Scott of Waconia public schools and Laura Dimler of Pampered Pumpkin, a farming operation that has been providing produce to Waconia schools, I learned that this placid lakeside community is creating waves of health reform ideas through their initiative called All's Well Waconia.
Scott is the director of Grants & Development for Waconia's schools and works directly with All's Well to expand the nutrition program within schools, source food locally, cook food from scratch and lower fat content while increasing whole grain, fruit, and vegetable intake. Dimler, the owner and operator of Pampered Pumpkin, also works with All's Well to provide locally grown, organic produce for the school cafeterias. She works with the head of nutrition to make suggestions, trains the kitchen staff on how to handle produce and facilitates students who help in the garden. The produce is then used by kitchen staff who were initiated into preparing cooked-fromscratch recipes that are taste tested by the students. The transition from opening cans to preparing real food was anything but effortless, but the result? Kids are actually excited to eat healthy.
Waconia schools have gone beyond the minimum requirements of making fruits and vegetables available. According to Scott, ''We're doing more than just handing the student an apple and saying 'here, eat this.''' Scott pointed out that food needs to be appealing. It needs to taste good while still being the healthy choice. Too often we see overly processed foods that are high in calories, sugar, and fat being chosen over the heathier options. Convenient and attractive packaging has made the unhealthy choice seems easiest and most appealing, but these foods are low in nutritional quality and provide empty calories. Laura's organic produce is higher in nutritional quality and the kids are eating it up-literally! Using locally sourced ingredients, Waconia schools are also making their own condiments, maple syrup, honey, pastas, salad dressings, and more. The district has created an ''Edible Classroom'' where students grow and pick their own produce as well as canning stations where they learn to preserve fruits and vegetables so they're available out of season. The result has been high Laura Dimler and Paul Terry at the ''Pampered Pumpkin Farm.''
